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SECTION - A

Answer all questions in ong or two sentences. Each question canies 1 mark:

1. State parallel axis theorem.

2. What do you mean by neutral surface ofa beam?

3. Write an expression for geomelrical moment of inertia.

4. What is bending moment?

5. Deline rigidity modulus.

6. Write down the expression to find excess pressure inside a. spherical drop and
explain the terms.

7. What you mean by viscosity?
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8. Write down the differential of simple harmonic motion and explain the terms.

9. Write an expression to iind intensity of progressive wave and explain the terms.

'10. Write the general equation of plane progressive wave.

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions not exceeding in a paragraph. Each question canies

2 marks:

11. Draw the variation of potential and kinetic energy with displacement from mean
position for a particle undergoing simple harmonic motion.

12. Why shaft of rotatory machineries are made of hollow cylinders.

'13. Even though lava is highly viscous, it floivs rapidly. Why?

14, What you mean by flexural rigadity.

15. State and explain simple harmonic motion.

16. What are the limitations of Poiseuille's formula.

17. Obtain an expression for average potential energy of a particle undergoing
simple harmonic motion.

18. Briefly explain about compound pendulum.

'19. Briefly discuss about spherical wave.

20. What you mean by zero point energy of molecule.

21. Derive an expression to find time period of torsion Pendulum.

22. What is coemcient of viscosity-

(8x2=16Marks)
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Answer any six questions.

SECTION - C

Each question carries 4 marks:

23. Find the angular momentum of the particle with rotational kinetic energy of 20
joules. lts angular momentum coincides with the axis of rotation and its moment
of ine(a about the axis is Q-1kgm' .

Find the moment of inertia of uniform rectangular lamina of length I anid brealh b
about an axis perpendicular to 1ts plane and passing through the center of mass.

A bar of length 1.2 m, breadth 3 cm and thickness 4 mm is used as cantilever.
When a load of 0.25 k9 is attached to the free end depression at free end is
1 cm. Calculate the young's modulus of thg material.

Calculate the couple required to twist one end of wire with length 1 m and radius
'1.5 mm through an angle 45"by keeping other end fixed. Rigidity modulus of the
wire is given by 5x1010/Vrn '?.

Whal would be the pressure inside a small air bubble of radius 0.1 mm situated
just below the surface of wateP Surface tension of water is 0.072 N/m and
atmospheric pressure is 10'1300 N/m'?.

Calculate the volume of water flowing per second through a tube of 0.'l cm
diameter and 40 cm length. The pressure applied is 2OO0 Nlm'1 . The coefficient
of viscosity,of water is 0.00089 Sl unit.

A particle is moving in simple harmonic motion. lts vetocity has the value 3 m/s
and 2 m/s when it is at distance 1 m and 2 m from mean position respectively.
Find the time period oi oscillation.

A solid cylinder of radius 5 cm is suspended by a vertical write as a pendulum.
Axis of the cylinder is along the wire. Find the couple per unit twist of the wire, lf
mass of cylinder is 2 kg and period of oscillation is 2s. Take n2 as 10-

The young's modulus of steel is 20x1010Nrn-'zand density 7700 kgmr. Compute
the speed of longitudinal wave in steel.

(6 x4= 24 llarks)
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SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks:

32. What is furwheel? Explain about it with a neat diagram. With proper theory
explain the experiment to find moment of inertia of flywheel.

33. What you mean by twisting couple and torsional rigidity. Obtain an expression to
find torsional rigidity of a uniform solid cylinder. Also find the torsional rigidity of
hollow cylinder having inner radius r, and outer radius r, .

34. With necessary theory explain about Jaega/s method for determination surface
tension. How it can be used to determine surface tension at different
temperafure.

35. Obtain an expression for transverse wave in a stretched string. Explain about
different modes of vibration.

(2 x t5 = 30 Marks)
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